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Spring has Sprung!

Faculty Marches On Bellarmine
Megan Harvist
News Editor
"Contracts Don't Have
Single Authors?" "Collective
Bargaining, Not Collective
Begging", and "Give Reason a
Chance". These were some of the
signs that were displayed at the
faculty protest on April 14 from
2-3 PM and again on April 16
from 2-3:30 PM in front of
Bellarmine.
This demonstration was
in reaction to the administration
salary team's March 4 decision to
discontinue negotiations with the
Faculty Salary Committee before
an agreement was reached about
compensation for '93-'94. This
was in violation of the faculty's
1992-1993 contract and broke a
23 year-old tradition of good faith
negotiations.
"We feel as if the we are
being crucified," said Dr. Lisa
Newton who led the procession
up to Bellarmine carrying a
wooden
cross.
"The
administration must remember
that the faculty are the university."
The faculty insists that
the issue at hand is not about
money, considering that the

difference between the amount
the faculty requested in salary
compensation and the amount
proposed by the administration
was only 2%. "This year the
administration listened to us, but
we did not have a real negotiation,"
said Dr. Donald Greenberg, chair
of the Faculty Welfare Committee.
"If we fail to have negotiations,
the real sense of community will
be dismissed," said Dr. JohnThiel
who organized the protest.
Another concern of the
faculty is that the contract drawn
up by the administration did not

include provisions from past
contracts including maternity and
dependent care policies. "This is
scary to us because if the
administration can negotiate by
themselves, they will be able to
do anything they want. They may
even make changes in documents
by themselves," said Dr. Mariann
Regan, the chair of the Faculty
Salary Committee (FSC).
According to the
administration, these benefits are
automatically carried over from
previous years unless there is a
renegotiation. As stated by Mr.

Compton To Speak At
Graduation

Murray Farber, Director of Public
Relations, the faculty did not break
off negotiations but merely made
their best and final offer in line
with the provisions of the faculty
handbook. Previous to the
administration's final decision
there were nine meetings between
the FSC and the administration
team in which they listened to the
requests of the faculty.
"The procedure has not
always been the same over the
past 23 years," said Farber. "It is
true that this year's procedure was
different from the last year's.

Debra De Shong
News Editor Emeritus
Not only is it forbidden
to distribute condoms from the
Health Center, or sell them in the
bookstore, on Monday, the
administration forced peer
counselors to remove a sign that
spelled out the word "condoms."
The peer counselors, hung
several signs in the campus center
that said, "Can One Night
Destroy Our Means for
Survival," the slogan for AIDS
awareness week. The first letter
in each word was highlighted so
that the word condom was easily
seen. The sign was hung at 9 am,
Monday morning and by noon,
several graduate students who
work in the campus center were
told by William Schimpf, vicepresident of student services, to
remove two signs and cut another
in half to remove the slogan.
Schimpf was alerted of the signs
by Anne Cole, the director of the
Health Center. Cole said she
approved of the slogan but did
not know that they planned to
make the word condom so
prominent, "I totally disapprove
of reducing AIDS education to
one word."
Christine Williams, a
peer counselor and member of
the AIDS awareness team says
that the word condom was used
Vrjrominently to get people's

attention. "Using condoms to
promote sexual promiscuity was
the opposite of our intention,"
she said.
Cole and Schimpf said
that they were most concerned
that students would be mislead as
to how to protect yourself from
AIDS. "If the only message is to
use condoms, that is not a
responsible message," said
Schimpf, "If we are getting the
message across in short-hand
form, that is irresponsible."
However, as Williams pointed
out, every pamphlet handed out
at the information table clearly
states that abstinence is the only
way to ensure protection from
the virus. Mr. Schimpf did not
visit the information table.
As part of AIDS
awareness week, several panels
of the AIDS quilt were on display
in the campus center, as well as
artwork done by children whose
parents have AIDS. There was
also an informative lecture by
Victor Girolomoni held on
Monday night.
On Tuesday afternoon,
two members of the AIDS team
met with the administration and
explained their purpose and intent
for the signs. A compromsie was
made and there is now a banner
in the Campus Center. "I am
happy we were able to sit down
and wor k out a compromise,"
said Rich Kielbania "94.
J
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she became ABC's chief
correspondent for the House of
Representatives where she
reported on Congressional
reaction to President Reagan's
economic proposals and foreign
policy initiatives as well as the
early development of the
Congressional investigations of
the Iran-Contra Affair.
Ms.
Compton was
unavailable for comment at press
time, as was Father Kelley, so the
topics she will address in her
speech are unknown. But in spite
of that, many seniors are looking
forward to hearing her speak.
Senior
Bill
McMahon
commented, "I think she is an
excellent choice. Her credentials
are very impressive and she has
witnessed so much, being a

national news correspondent,
that I am sure whateverthe topic,
she will deliver an interesting
speech."
In addition to Ms.
Compton' s honorary degree, the
University will also bestow an
honorary doctor of humane
letters on Rev. J. Bryan Hehir,
pastor of the St. Paul Parish and
senior chaplain of the HarvardRadcliffe Catholic Student
Center, as well as one of the
nation's most influential
Catholic thinkers.
The
university will confer an
honorary doctor of science on
James D. Watson, the 1962
Nobel Prize co-winner known
for his discovery of the structure
of DNA and his best-selling
book, "The Double Helix."
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Faculty
Fumed

Is Clinton's
Service Plan
harmful?

he settled amicably."

Administration Censors
AIDS Banners

Rosalind E. Van Tuyl

Father Kelley announced
last week that ABC News White
House Correspondent Ann
Compton will receive an honorary
doctor of laws degree and will
address Fairfield University's
Class of 1993 commencement
ceremony. Ms. Compton will be
the first woman in Fairfield's
history to deliver the ceremony's
main address.
Being the first woman to
enter a traditionally all-male
domain is not new to Ms.
Compton. Following the 1988
election of George Bush, Ms.
Compton became the first woman
White House correspondent to a
news network.
Ms. Compton has an
impressive resume in the field of
journalism. She began her career
in Roanoke, Virginia, working
for WDNJ-TV. In 1973, she
joined the ABC network as a
correspondent and also as an
anchor for ABC Radio in New
York, in 1976, she was an ABC
floor reporter at the Republican
and Democratic conventions and
on Election Night, she anchored
ABC's coverage of the
gubernatorial races. During the
1980 campaign she covered
independent
presidential
candidate John Anderson. Later,

however that procedure was
different from that of the year
before it as well."
The administration
states that they are ready to return
to the table to discuss the noneconomic issues with the FSC.
However, they have the
understanding that the FSC are
unwilling to meet because they
have filed a grievance. If the
Faculty Committee is not satisfied
with the ruling of Mr. Robert E.
Wall, the Academic Vice
President, they will call for outside
arbitration.
The FWC is interested
in "resuming negotiations in good
faith." However, they do not want
their protests to interfere in any
way with their teaching duties and
affect the educational aspect of
Fairfield University. "We are
hoping for a compromise in which
there will be no winners or losers,"
said Greenberg.
According to Farber, the
administration is also eager to
settle the matter. "The faculty are
held in high regard by the
administration as valuable people
in the reputation of the University.
Everyone hopes this matter will
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Classifieds
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT now hiring students. $300/$900 wkly. Summer/Full Time.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Bartenders, Casino Dealers, Ect. World Travel-Caribbean,
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No Experience necessary. Call 1-602-680-0323 Ext. 23.
DRIVERS WANTED: COLLEGE STUDENTS—drive an Ice Cream Truck in your home
town in Connecticut and surrounding areas this summer. Sell Good Humor and other Ice Creams. Earn
$650-$950 per week male or female. Apply now, not in May. Blue Sky Bar Ice Cream 366-2641. Call
Monday-Saturday between 9 AM and 3 PM only.
PART TIME OFFICE PERSON needed to assist growing computer dealer in Westport. Duties:
phone, shipping, invoicing, promotional mailings. Must be flexible, organized; computer interest helpful
but not required. Send resume or cover letter to Computer Decisions, Inc., 25 Sylvan Road South, Suite
B, Westport, CT 06880.
HEADING FOR EUROPE this summer? Only $169!! Jet there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go! & NY Times). CALIFORNIA - $129 each way. AIRHITCH
(212)864-2000.
EARN $500 - $900 WEEKLY. No experience at home processing FHA Mortgage refunds.
Start immediately. (203)231-2394.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make $2000+ per month teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many provide room & board + other benefits. No previous training
or teaching certificate required. For program call (206)632-1146 ext. J5084.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn $2000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and career employment available. No experience necessary. For
employment program call (206)634-0468 ext. C5084.
CLAVIER MUSIC: Worried about finding a rewarding career opportunity with a growing
company? If you play any musical instrument even a little bit, I can help!
371-6257.
SUMMER SUBLET WANTED. Two professional females seeking a 2 bedroom apartment or
house. Preferably, but not limited to Fairfield beach area. 879-6864.
PART TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED to work with sales and marketing staff at young
entrepeneurial company. If you have good writing and typing skills, we will teach you the MACINTOSH
computer. Hours to fit your schedule through summer. Call 222-2222.
HOUSE AND GARDENING PERSON WANTED to do gardening, yard work, light carpentry,
etc., through summer. Must have car. Hours to fit your schedule. Call days 226-1166.

Megan Harvist
News Editor

Campus Beat

* There were several thefts of women' s underwear from the laundry rooms on campus this week.
The first incident occurred on Wednesday, April 7, at 8:53 PM from a laundry room in Dolan Hall. There
was another on Wednesday, April 14, at 2:19 PM. Security and Residence Life are looking into the
situation.
* Several other thefts occurred on campus this week. On Thursday, April 8, there was a burglary
of a sweatshirt from a residence hall room in Claver and also a theft of a bookbag from a room in Jogues.
On Thursday, April 15, there was a theft of a wallet from the basketball courts by Campion Hall and also
a theft of a camcorder and word processor from Regis. Security is looking into all these cases.
* Two students were setting fireworks off in the woods by Bellarmine on Friday, April 9, at 4:19
PM. Security caught them and confiscated the fireworks.
* There was a report of a suspicious person near Gonzaga on Thursday, April 8, at 2:11 AM.
Security checked it out and there was no one in the area.
* A report of a person selling magazines at the townhouses was taken on Saturday, April 10, at
10:27 AM.
* Two acts of vandalism occurred on campus this week. Someone shot a paint oall through a
window of Berkman's prep building at 10:58 AM on Saturday, April 10. There was a vandalism to a
motorcycle in the Regis parking lot at 4:49 AM on Friday, April 16.
* There were several fire alarms on campus this week. An alarm was set off at Donnarumma on
Friday, April 9, at 11:22 AM. It was caused by dust from the carpet installers. Another alarm was set off
at 11:28 PM on Sunday, April 11, at the townhouses. The smoke detector went off and an alarm company
was called to replace it. There was another alarm set off at Donnarumma on April 12 at 7:37 PM. There
was a problem with the detector and it was fixed by the alarm company.
* Several reports of harassing phone calls were taken this week. A report was taken from Jogues
Hall on Thursday, April 8, at 5:53 AM and another at 2:34 PM from Kostka Hall. There was another on
April 13, at 6:43 PM from Regis Hall and one on Apra 14 at 3 AM from Gonzaga Hall.

Campus Crier

Dr. David Brown, chief of the Toxic Hazards Sections of the
Connecticut Department of Health Services, will speak on
"Environmental Risks in Perspectives" at the Quick Center on
Thursday, April 22, at 8 pm.
"Museum," a hilarious slapstick comedy will be presented
at the Quick Center from April 22 to April 23 at 8 pm. Afternoon
performances will be held on Sat. April 24, at 4 pm and Sunday, April
25 at 3 pm. Tickets are $8, but discounts are available for students and
seniors.
The critically acclaimed Pilobolus Dance Theatre will
perform, "ReJoyce," the first dance adaptation of James Joyce's
"Finnegans Wake" at the Quick Center on Saturday May 1 at 8 pm,
and in the afternoon at 2 pm. For ticket information contact the
Quick Center box office at 254-4010.

Cheers

Boos

..to 30 months..to best friends
"losing it"..to spontaneous
roadtrips..to thin mints on the
NJ turnpike.to the Ladies of
Dolan Wes who will rule the
quad..to peacefrog tee's..to
waterbeds and sofabeds..to the
Pub..to dancing on benches..to
not being afraid..to setback and
robopound in Georgetown..to
Houstons..to red ribbons and
AIDS awareness..to guys from
Florida..to the "Pumpkin Patch"
and the rest of the Jogues 2
girls..to living on Loyola 2 next
year..to your boyfriend living
one flight up..to having the best
man on this campus..to Polo,
Fila and Girbaud..to the girl in
Regis with "The Golden
Smile!"..toTH 16..to telling off
the Mountainside Man..to unpaid
phone bills..to soft pavement..to
Wednesday night and Friday
happy hour at Kelly's..to finally
winning a softball game..to
Montreal..to blood..to Sega..to
Long Island..to getting some
action..to friends who visit from
home and like Seller's food..to
the Swim Team Awards
Night..to next year's Swim Team
Captains..to Friday night and a
friend who really listened..to the
Jogues 4 RA's..to people who
make you smile..to taking up
running..to the old DC
strugglers..to going to the movies
over Easter weekend..to 3-D..to
the return of the Asylum,
finally..to the Phillies..to the
Yankees..to the Red Sox..to the
Bruins..to
athlete
preregistration..to new blood in
IRHC.to friends down in DC.to
turkey sandwiches..to being the
lucky charm for 3-D..to going to
Kelly's in sweats..to short
girls..to the Zoo..to Indecision..to
TH 143 and FMS..

..to getting sick on roadtrips..to
spaghetti with meat sauce..to
jealous fiances..to having to
choose which guy to dance
with..to getting beer poured on
you..to guys who don't give
adequate directions..to people
who won't share their beer with
you., to being a third wheeLto
people who nag..to people who
are
never
satisfied..to
bandwagon fans..tochauncey..to
bouncy trucks..to sore losers..to
sore winners..to undercover
RA's..to unclear Assassin
rules..tocapes..tocappy..to being
made to do things you don't want
to, for your own good..to being
too busy..to getting car sick..to
papers due on Monday..to strep
throat..to crazy floors..to fighting
with the same person every
day..to turbos..to late nights and
keeping up your roommate..to
guys with girlfriends..to Oreo
bandits..to Lacrosse games on
Dogwoods and Rugby banquets,
too..to being misunderstood...to
walking home from the
townhouses in the rain..to
stressing over not having a
Dogwoods date..to not geting
the classes you want at
registration..to having to pay $ 10
for drop /add period..to having
only 2 weekends left for the
whole year..to losing your
panties in the laundry room..to
getting a reputation..to eating like
a pig and having to pay for it..to
being stranded at the
townhouses..to sweaty palms..to
long Glee Club rehearsals..to
having to decide between Yale
and Berkeley. .to long nights and
days in the Mirror office..to
losing your wallet..to people who
find the wallet and take the
money out of it..to psycho exbovfriends..

Announcements
*
Circle K is sponsoring a raffle for a dozen roses for
Dogwoods. $1.per chance
*
MISS SAIGON in NYC ticket + transpotation only $24
(4/28 show) call Lyn at 254-4172
Two Fairfield University seniors, Alison O'Shea and Claire
St. Louis, will be honored at the annual open house and Great
Decisions' discussion led by Dr. Edward Dew of the Politics
Department at the University this Saturday, April 24, at 2 p.m., at the
home of retired Provost and Mrs. John Barone.
O'Shea is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis O'Shea of
Fairfield. She serves in the student government, is a Mission
Volunteer, a Eucharistic Minister, and a peer counselor. She is Vice
President of the Financial Management Association and heiped with
special events for the 1992 Freshman Orientation. She spent the first
semester of her senior year studying abroad in England.
St. Louis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert St. Louis, of
Green Brook, New Jersey, is Editor-in-Chief Emeritus of The
Mirror and former Features Editor. She served the chapel as
Minister of the Word, was Vice-President of the English Honor
Society, and participates in intramural sports. In the Honors Program,
she received the Arts and Sciences Award for Distinguished Work
in the Humanities.
Both women are included in Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities.

Computer Seminars For Students
For Registration call Ext.4077
Lotus 1-2-3 Basic Graphing
Friday, April 30, from 3 pm to 4:30
+ r-.-.-rt-.-

- -.-.-1
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Holocaust Service Calls for
Remembrance and Reflection

"In Search of Meaning" written
by the Jewish psychologist Viktor
Frankl, who is also a concentration
camp survivor. Frankl claimed
that life always has a meaning no
matter what the conditions may
be. He also felt that the result of a
person lies within our inner self
and not from the camps because
who we are is a personal choice.
Dr. Lucy Katz spoke of her friend
who is also a survivor of the camps,

Her friend has taught her two
important lessons: asking what in
a time of horror made some people
do good and living our lives today
while standing up to injustice. A
former American GI recounted
some of the horrible conditions he
observed while entering the camps
the day after World War II ended.
He still feels diminished today by
the Jew's suffering and says that
the three most difficult words to

say are "I don't know" when faced
with justifying such a tragedy.
Finally, Dr. James Farnham cited
two reasons for remembering the
Holocaust, one secular and one
historical. The first reason is that
in the Torah, one of the 613
commandments is that we don't
have the right to forget. Dr.
Farnham then speculated on
whether God plays a role in history
and if so then why the Holocaust?
The second reason is that we need
to study and remember the
Holocaust so we don't repeat it.
"One of the greatest sins is to look
away while injustice is being
done," he said.
At the end of the
ceremony, a mourner's kaddish
was held not to dwell on death but
to affirm our belief in life. The
names of the camps were read out
loud in Hebrew and then in English.
In the final song, one verse perhaps
sums up the hopes that the Jews
held while enduring their suffering:
"Let the time be dark with hatred,
I believe in years beyond; Love at
last shall bind the people in an
everlasting bond."

or by ancient women," said Raia.
However, "feminist studies and
gay studies have given us new
insight into Classical Studies."
Raia began with a
description of eros as "love, love
of a thing, desire, or the god, Eros."
Within the definition that she read
from, she continued to point out
that the definition included
"emotion outside a man's
conscious control."
Through literature Raia
distributed at the lecture, she went
on to show how Eros accompanied
images of violence and madness.
In excerpts from Sappho in the
sixth century, Homer's depiction
of Achilles' passion, and passages
from Hesiod, Eros is linked with

violence and passion. Raia went
on to show that in the sixth and
seventh centuries BC, "lyric poets
personified Eros essentially as a
young man, seen with a whip,
cruel and irresistible."
Professor Raia also
spoke about Eros in the role of
homosexuality, "a social
phenomenon in Greece." The
names of the two involved in a
sexual affair were derived from
the name Eros itself: Erastes, the
older of two males, "the pursuer,
the one who achieves honor if he
catches the young boy," and
Eromenos, the youth loved and
sought by the erastes. The
eromenos is honored, said Raia,
"insofar as he does not let the

erastes win him over." Raia said
about heterosexual love and
homosexual love in ancient Greece
that "one could love a partner of
the same sex and a partner of the
other sex. . .love was not so
concerned with gender as it was
with power."
In the fifth century BCE,
Eros was depicted as a winged
young man, usually hovering above
his victim. The victims of Eros
were both mortal and immortal.
The perception of Eros gradually
softened from an idea of love as
violently passionate, to a view that
eros should be seen more
positively, "because love joins up
with Psyche and leads the soul to
beauty and goodness."

Jessica Nutley
Staff Writer
A
remembrance
ceremony for the Holocaust, "the
darkest chapter in human history,"
and its victims was recently held
ia the Egan Chapel. It was cosponsored by the Campus
Ministry, the university's Jewish
forum and the Academic Vice
President's office. This was the
first Jewish-Christian ceremony
held in the chapel.
The ceremony began
with a cantor singing "Hear, O
Israel." The Rev. David JordanHaas welcomed the congregation
and
reminded
us
that
"forgetfulness leads to evil while
redemption is the way to
redemption." Dr. Orin Grossman
lit candles while Fr. Joseph Schad
read the names of concentration
camps. Then Dr. Grossman read
Psalm 22 from the Bible and the
congregation
responded
accordingly,
Several people spoke
about the horrors of the Holocaust.
One woman read from the book

Lecture Explores Concept Of Love In
Ancient Greece

Caitlin Whelan
Staff Writer

"Philia Kai Eros: Images
of Love in Ancient Greece," was
the subject of a lecture on
Wednesday, April 7 by Professor
Ann Raia of the College of New
Rochelle. Professor Raia
discussed the role of love and its
perceptions in ancient Greece, and
the use of such perceptions to
"find out more about the ancient
world."
She also tied into her
lecture the study of women and
their role in the study of Eros in
the ancient world. There is a
"difficulty in talking about women
because very little is written about

Seniors!!!
Tomorrow (Friday),
we will be taking the
senior picture for the
front page of the
Senior Edition.
Please come to the
Campus Center patio
at noon so you can
see yourself on the
front page of this
year's last issue!

PUT SOME FUN
IN YOUR DAY
ESCAPE TO
THE GRAPE!

3«r ^

GREEKS G» CLUBS
RAISE A COOL $1,000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS S1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS
And a FREE IGLOO COOLER
• if ybu qualify 'Call'l-800-$3'2-te28, EXL 65.

Debra De Shong
News Editor Emeritus
The
University
Council meeting that took place
before the Easter break, tried
to deal with two issues that
popped up last semester; the
censorship of films shown on
campus, and sexual assault and
harassment.
Concerning
the
censorship of films, the
committee agreed that FUSA,
who chooses the films, must
come up with written
guidelines which they will
follow in making the choices.
This is in reaction to last
semester's incident when the
film "Basic Instinct" was not
allowed to be shown.
When discussing
whether or not written
guidelines were necessary, Jim
Fitzpatrick, assistant dean, said,
"I hope the person has some
common sense in judging
films." He would like to leave
as much freedom as possible
with FUSA when they choose
the films to be shown.
Sophomore Fiona
Edwards did not see the need
for guidelines; "I don't think
too
many
films
are
questionable. I don't think it's
necessary to define, define,
define." Senior Stacy Irwin
agreed, and asked whether
other groups on campus were
forced to choose their shows
within guidelines.
The second topic
addressed by the council dealt
with sexual assault and it was
revealed that a questionnaire
will be sent to students in order
to get feedback as to how
effective are the programs set
up by the university to deal
with this problem. The council
does not expect the results of
the survey to be available this
year.

Forget The Old
College Try\

Proper ID required

1993 BSN
Students
^M^~
Enter the Air Force
$>

Have you sent in your
submissions for the
Senior Edition yet?
Hurry — deadline is
Monday, April 26.
Send all photos, superlatives, and
memories to Claire,
Box AA.

Censorship
And Sexual
Assault
Addressed

^
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

College Grads - Now Get The
Skills Employers Are Looking For!
In Just 20 - 40 Hours This Summer Learn:
Lotus 1-2-3 - WordPerfect - Key boarding
Desktop Publishing - dBase D3+
Special Integrated Skills Programs
Convenient Schedules:
Part-time, Full-time, Short-term, Days,
and Evenings/Weekends
Free Job Placement Assistance Available
Call 800-446-5400 for More Information.

QtAJluJUy, Collect*
Campuses in New York at White Plains and New York City,
inNew Jersey at West Paterson, Waldwick, and Woodhridge.
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Race Specific Scholarship Policy
To Be Decided Soon

After three years of
heated debate, colleges and
universities should soon know
what the federal government's
policy will be on race-specific
scholarships for minorities.
In March, Secretary of
Education Richard Riley
announced his support for the
minority scholarships, awarded
solely on the basis of race, calling
them "desirable, helpful and
encouraged."
Despite
the
new
administration's support, experts
ay a fierce court battle over the
legality of the scholarships is still
ahead.
Although Riley stopped
short of issuing formal policy
guidelines, saying he would wait
to review the results of a yearlong study, he made his position
clear in a recent letter to the
nation's college and university
presidents.
In the March 4 letter,
Riley said race-based scholarships
"can be a valuable tool for
providing equal opportunity and
for enhancing a diverse
educational environment for the
benefit of all students."
Riley's position, which
would reverse the Bush
administration's policy on racebases scholarships, has been
applauded by liberal educators and
advocacy groups.
"The new policy is very
significant," said Beverly Cole,

director of education for the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
"Race-based
scholarships are necessary to
encourage diversity on campuses,
and that's a major part of what a
good education, is supposed to be
about.
Supporting
these
scholarships is the moral and
ethical thing to do," she said.
Unlike
minority
scholarships, which any minority
student is eligible for, racespecific scholarships provide
financial assistance for a single
minority group only.
For instance, a Hispanic
student would not be eligible for
the University of Maryland's
Benjamin Banneker scholarship
program.
The
race-based
scholarship is earmarked for
academically talented African
Americans.
The number of students
receiving such scholarships is
small. A 1991 survey conducted
by the Washington-based
American Council on Education
reported that only about 1% of
college students receive aid under
minority scholarship programs,
and only 45,000 have race-specific
scholarships.
Nevertheless, many
educators say the Department of
Education would be making a
strong statement.
"We welcome what

Secretary Riley has done," said
David Merkowitz, director of
public affairs at the American
Council on Education. "His
position clearly supports minority
issues."
The debate over racebased scholarships began in 1990,
when Michael Williams, thenassistant secretary for the
Education Department's Office
for Civil Rights, warned Fiesta
Bowl officials about contributing
$100,000 to each of the schools
fielding a team in the annual
college football game in Tempe,
AZ.
Fiesta Bowl officials
planned to contribute the money
to the University of Louisville
and University of Alabama for a
Martin Luther King Jr. scholarship
fund.
Williams concluded that
the donation violated provisions
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and
therefore colleges awarding racebased scholarships would risk
losing federal funds.
In a 1991 policy
statement,
then-Education
Secretary Lamar Alexander
supported the ban on race-based
scholarships, but shied away from
making it complete, saying the
scholarships could be funded
using private money.
"That policy was in
keeping with the Bush
administration'sphilosophy,"said
Cole, of the NAACP. "Those

scholarships were developed in
increase diversity on campuses.
That's what they were doing, so
why disallow them? There was no
reason to interpret them as against
the law. They were never
interpreted that way before."
The policy caused an
uproar in Congress, and, after a
House panel branded the policy
"legally insupportable," it was put
on hold until a study by the General
Accounting
Office
was
conducted.
The results of the GAO
study, which Riley has said he
will review carefully, are due to
be released soon.
Although no official
policy has been implemented,
many officials say they are grateful
to Riley for clearing up some of
the confusion.
In the letter to college
and university presidents and in
another letter sent to members of
Congress, Riley wrote that he
requested that the General
Accounting Office complete its
study as "expeditiously as
possible" so a government policy
could be made.
But Riley's position has
been met with harsh criticism from
conservative think tanks that are
challenging the legality of the
scholarships.
Richard Samp of the
Washington Legal Foundation has
said that Riley's position is
"irrelevant to the ultimate question

of whether or not these
scholarships are legal."
The Foundation is
involved in litigation and will no
longer comment on the issue.
Other lawsuits may
determine the legality of the
scholarships.
The University of
Maryland at College Park is
involved in a suit over its Benjamin
Banneker scholarship program.
In 1991, a Hispanic
student filed a suit in federal court
charging that although the was
more qualified than some AfricanAmerican students who received
Benjamin Banneker awards, he
was not eligible for the
scholarship.
University President
William Kirwan has fought the
suit. Because higher education had
been segregated in Maryland, thei
University has been operating
under a federally mandated
desegregation plan.
The
Banneker
scholarships were developed to
meet requirements and goals for
that plan, Kirwan said.
"We feel very strongly
about the issue of race-based
scholarships," Kirwan said. "It's
extremely important for higher
education and that's why we've
gone to such extraordinary lengths'
to fight the suit. We hope it will
help settle the issue. But we know
that this fight isn't over by a long
shot."
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Claire's Clamor Summer Opportunities in
the
Outdoors
Foil Balls and Brewskis as the
Highlights of Life
Helen Shaw
Features Editor

Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
Emeritus
My two cats,' Ben and
Jerry, must have 30 cat toys
scattered throughout the house.
Almost everyone I know has
contributed to their kitty (no pun
intended) with some rubber
mouse or ball with a bell inside.
But the things they like
the most are aluminum foil balls and highlighters. Ben and Jerry love
playing floor hockey with simple little balls of foil. And they really
get a kick out of the bright yellow magic stick that I rub across paper
to make the words glow.
It's been said pets are a lot like people. I guess that's true,
because most people like the simple pleasures in life. And most of
them live for the highlights.
Most Fairfield students don't spend their Saturday nights
dining at Le Chambord over a platter of rock lobster tails and
Chardonnay. But then again, most students can't afford to—paying
50 bucks a plate to have some guy in a monkey suit fill your water
glass, sweep the crumbs off your table, and wipe your snout with a
linen napkin gets tedious after awhile. The average student's idea of
a good party is not rubbing elbows with the residents of Fairfield who
respect them so highly. It's kicking back with a brew or two and
spending time with friends. Granted, that time is usually filled with
several rounds of Beirut, but it's quality time nonetheless.
' It's those times that the students will remember the most—
not an overpriced, lukewarm meal at some hoity-toity restaurant
People don't remember every meal they ever had. They don't want
a play-by-play. They want the highlights. When they replay the
memories in their heads, they don't say, "Okay, start from the
beginning and don't leave anything out." They say, "Skip to the good
stuff."
People love highlights. Sports fans look to Warner Wolf to
give them the highlights of the game they were too busy to see
(Personally, I think golf highlights are a Godsend. Who wants to see
every minute of a guy slapping at a ball wedged in a sandtrap?)
Beauty-mongers turn to salons to highlight their hair. Tourists pay
some schmuck to give them a tour of only the highlights of the city
— as if staying at Trump's Taj Mahal gives you a realistic picture of
the poverty that fills "the other" Atlantic City. Couch potatoes scan
the "Evening at a Glance" section of the TV Guide instead of reading
the reviews of every show that's going to be on in a given night. And,
my cats' favorite, students highlight important facts in their textbooks
so they don't end up reading the same insignificant details twice.
Life. Keep it simple and hit me with the highlights.
For most people, the simple things are the highlights.

Did you ever consider
volunteering for a park and forest
service or working with children
or the elderly around the world for
the summer? A non-profit
organization, The Council on
International Exchange (CIEE) is
now recruiting volunteers who are
at least eighteen and willing to
participate in its International
Workcamp Program. Individuals
may volunteer to work in different
parts of the U.S. and in countries
such as Czechoslovakia, France,
Japan, Russia, Wales, Canada,
Ghana, and Algeria. Volunteers
can apply to do environmental,
construction, renovation, and
social projects alongside
volunteers from other countries
for two to four weeks.
Gina
Trace,
a
spokesperson for CIEE, says there
are still many opportunities to join
a workcamp and they will continue
to accept and place volunteers
through June, "There are currently
over 500 opportunities in different
countries."
In the past, the
countries that receive the most
applicants are Czechoslovakia,
Germany, and France because,
"students usually like to go to a
place where they can practice their
language skills." This year, they
hope to see more applicants for
workcamps in Turkey.
Other than social
projects in foreign -speaking
countries, the work does not
require skilled experience. Most
projects are environmental and
entail clearing walking trails,
maintaining castle gardens, or
building nests for rare birds.
Construction and renovation
projects may be in small villages
or in cities and there are people

who will supervise and instruct.
All projects expose
volunteers to varied cultures, even
if one works in the States because
volunteers from different
countries work together. Unlike
tourists, workers get a special
chance to experience a different
culture because they become
immersed in the area and
accomplish an important local
project. These programs also
include social activities which
provide a further opportunity to
understand different cultures.
In Europe, there are
programs much like day camps in
the U.S. where volunteers
organize activities for children
whose parents do not have time to
vacation with them. Programs
with the mentally or physically
challenged "provide them with a
holiday experience," says Trace.

Off Campus

Fun is Virtually Twenty Minutes Away
Dana Felmlee
Editor-in-Chief
Everyone has got to
try new computer technology
called "virtual reality". "It's
like being in a different world"
one student described as he
emerged from the capsule-like
machine.
Virtual reality is a 3dimensional, 360 degree,
interactive video game
experience. A recent Time
magazine article said that
virtual reality could be
developed to recreate things
like virtual sex,, in which you
could choose your ideal partner
in a computer image. This is
supposed to be the safe sex of
the twenty-first century. The
movie"Lawnmower Man"

which was a Brave New
World for the computer
industry, was a futuristic look
at how this technology could
affect the world.
Chris Tsombanidis,
an employee of "Virtuality"
at the Connecticut Post Mall
explained that a headpiece is
fitted before the player's eyes
that contains two screens (like
the little red Viewmasters you
could buy picture wheels for).
This provides the illusion that
the player is actually inside
the image presented.
Tsombanidis said
that even though the
technology for virtual reality
is still relatively new, the
graphic and sound effects are
"pretty good". He also said
that in Japan a practical use

has been found for virtual
reality in architecture. People
can now alter their house plan
on computer, and walk through
the house before it is built.
Virtual reality is the
strangest, most terrifying five
minutes a person can spend in
an afternoon. You are thrust
onto a planet with two moons
and must navigate your way
through a city in a screeching,
plodding machine that looks
like those two legged war
machines in "The Empire
Strikes Back". Not only are the
graphics realistic, but the sound
effects are amazing. You feel
the height of the buildings
around you and the terror of
finding an enemy machine at
every corner.
There is no range of

motion that has not been
duplicated in this experience.
" By moving your head around
you can look up into the sky or
down at your feet" said
Tsombanidis. You really feel
like you're totally absorbed
into the game.
New players may
wobble around a bit at first
getting used to the new
sensation. But soon the thrill
of compition will emerge.
Opponents in virtual reality are
people who play the game
with you, so there is an actual
living opponent, not just a
computer. Take a friend you
have hidden animosity for,
you '11 have a blast! Take 1-95
North to Exit 39B, Connecticut
Post Mall is directly on your
right.

In Spain, France, Germany,
Algeria, and Tunisia, volunteers
for social programs are required
to speak the country's native
language.
In the United States,
there are opportunities to apply
for over twenty projects in twelve
different states such as California,
Massachusetts, Hawaii, Florida,
and Utah.
Volunteers must
arrange their own travel, and
CIEE's travel division can help
them find special rates. For an
application to experience a
different country while working
for a good cause, contact: CIEE,
International
Workcamp
Department, 205 East 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y.
10017;
telephone: (212) 661-1414, ext.
1139.
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Sexual Harassment Victims Remain Silent
CPS- Fear. Intimidation.
Vulnerability. Utter helplessness.
For women who experience sexual
harassment, these are the most
common reasons that few report
it.
Thirty percent of
undergraduate women are
sexually harassed by at least one
of their professors in their four
years at college, according to a
1984 survey conducted by B.W.
Dziech and L. Weiner and quoted
in "Ivory Power:
Sexual
Harassment on Campus." The
book, a collection of essays about
sexual harassment, also noted that
another study found that only 5
percent of victims report the
harassment or file a grievance.
Why?
Female victims of sexual
harassment by male college
professors are almost always

silenced by societal pressure and
power deterrents. Some women
blame themselves, intimidated by
a professor's authority and
prestige. Other fear the venemous
scrutiny of the professor and even
peers if they decide to come
forwards with their stories.
These are some of the
reasons cited in "Ivory Power:
Sexual Harassment on Campus,"
a collection of essays edited by
Michele A. Paludi, president of
Michele Paludi & Associates
Consultants in Sexual Harassment
in Albany, N.Y.
"One reason is that they
sometimes don't know they're
being sexually harassed," Paludi
said in an interview. "Another is
that they fear retaliation on the
past of the professor and the
college."
Sexual harassment often

THE Crossword

by Martha J. DeWitt

ACROSS
1 Button* and —
5 Keep —
(persist)
9 — metabolism
14 Lat. lesson
word
15 Disappeared
16 Pedro's pal
17 Places tor
pedestrians
19 Western show
20 Wage
21 Spate
23 Shell game
Item
24 Through
25 "A miss —
good as..."
26 Headquartered
29 Sincere
31 Roman poet
32 Crag

needs to be blatant for students to
recognize, according to Pat
Webster, executive director of
Ithaca Rape Crisis, Inc. "It either
has to be very egregious, or
somebody has to let the student
know how serious it is," Webster
said.
In her essay "Coping
with Sexual Harassment," Vita
Rabinowitz wrote," Students do
not in fact feel free to refuse
unwanted advances. There is
evidence to suggest that fear of
retaliation by the scorned
professor is the paramount reason
that students attempt to cope with
harassment by indirect means."
Traditional gender views
are one main reason women don't
come forward with their
experiences, Rabinowitz wrote.
"In a society where women are
held and hold themselves
responsible for arousing men's
sexual interest, it is easy to
understand how female students
can become conflicted about their
own motives and behaviors."
Many people were
nurtured to tolerate harassing
behavior, Webster said. "We're
taught from a very, very early age
that
innuendos,
joke,
inappropriate teaching and
inappropriate language are things
that we can expect to have
happen."
Rabinowitz wrote that
women can interpret sexual

advances as flattery. "It can be an
exhilarating experience for a
young woman to be the object of
attention from someone who holds
the prestigious position of
professor, someone who might
choose any one of a hundred
students to favor, but has chosen
her," Rabinowitz wrote. "It is
easy for her to fall into the trap of
blaming herself for her normal
desire to be noticed and
appreciated."
Paludi added that male
professors often do not see their
actions as inappropriate, but
believe they are flattering the
women.
In most cases, the
reluctance to report incidents of
sexual harassment is augmented
by the power imbalance between
professor and student, Rabinowitz
wrote. Victims are too intimidated
by the professor's superior status
to come forward. They are
confused because they once
looked to their professor as a role
model.
This power imbalance
between professor and student is
also the reason some male
professors feel justified to make
sexual advances, Rabinowitz
wrote. Students are completely
vulnerable to the professor's
power to determine academic and
even graduate status. "Professors
wield a great deal of power over
students who depend on them for

grades, letters of recommendation,
academic and career counseling,
and research and clinical
opportunities."
Like victims of rape,
victims of sexual harassment face
negative consequences in both the
short and long term. The impact
ranges from physical to
psychological, according to
"Changed Lives," an essay by
University of Arizona professor
Mary P. Koss.
Between 21 and 82
percent of women reported that
their emotional or physical
conditions became worse after
being harassed, Koss wrote.
Victims described certain
emotional reactions such as anger,
fear, depression, anxiety, feelings
of humiliation and alienation and
irritability in a survey Koss
included in her essay. In addition,
there can be numerous physical
symptoms, such as teeth grinding,
anxiety attacks, binge-eating,
headaches, inability to sleep, loss
of appetite and weight loss.
In general, victims of
sexual harassment experienced
declines in concentration,
motivation, work performance,
attendance and overall selfesteem, the survey said.
"Aftereach incident, the
victim believed that the
harassment was going to level off
or eventually stop," Koss wrote.
"When the harasser's behavior
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Around Campus

by Lynn Marchetu

What is the perfect summer job?

Jen Maina '93

Maureen Logan '93

Jennifer Mongillo '96

Susan Scozzafava &
Melissa Amaral '96

AnneMarie Cronin '93

Not having one?
What I'm doing this sum- Anything but selling shoes Something that would get
me outside with a great tan Driving an ice cream truckmer—working on Cape Cod on Cape Cod
but still make enough money -10 points per kid
with my housemate Lynn
to send me on Sprmg Break
next year

...from pp. 6 sexual
harassment
escalated, which it did in virtually
all of the cases studied, the victim
felt out of control and helpless."
When victims come
forward with allegations through
the media, they risk further
psychological damage as well as
retaliation, Paludi said. "I don't
think the appropriate way is

through the media," Paludi said.
"While the topic needs to get more
attention, people's lives need to
be considered. The likelihood
that the woman who comes
forward could be retaliated against
is very great." Paludi said students
must rely on the college to have a
clear policy statement on sexual
harassment so the alleged
perpetrator's outcome is
determined by due process.
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Editorial/Commentary The Fairfield Mirror

There has been an extensive amount of lashing
out against the Administration this week concerning the
Peer Counselling Network's CONDOM posters. Most
of this criticism has involved accusations of social
irresponsibility and ignorance of the reality of the
situation facing young adults today.
Unfortunatly the people who have made these
well intended criticisms fail to see the forest through the
trees. The Administration is a mere liason between the
Catholic Church and the University Community. It is
their job to enforce the doctrine of the Church and
simultaneously serve the needs of the students and
faculty.
This, as one might expect, is no easy task.
Students faculty and live in the "real world". We deal
with and accept things like AIDS, homosexuality and
unwanted pregnancy in the most rational and humane
manner possible. This is evident in the number of
priests who support condom use. It is also why the
reason there are groups like "Catholics for Choice, and
Catholics who don't trust the rhthym method.
The reason the Peer Counselling Network cannot put up there signs is not the because Ann
Cole, Jim Fitzpatrick and Father Kelly are narrow
minded. It is patriarchy that is destroying the Catholic
Church from the inside out. It is our fault as Catholics
for letting extremely old and conservative, white men
from a completely different culture dictate our morality. Does it make sense that a celibate Polish man in his
seventies would have a clue about what being a woman
means? Or what being black means? Or what living in
American means?
Everyone knows that the formal Catholic Church
in Rome is completely out of touch with reality But it
must be recognized that Fairfield University is subject
to this Church that, unlike the United States ideal, does
not strive for democracy and equal representation of all
its members. If the Administration does not comply,
Fairfield will be closed faster than Fr. Kelly can
"condom".
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Letters to the Editor
Peer Counselors Outraged at Condom Censorship
To the Editor:
"Can One Night Destroy
Our Means for Survival?" This
was the slogan chosen by the Peer
Counseling Network's AIDS
Awareness Team to be the theme
for AIDS Awareness Week (April
19-24). Three signs bearing this
slogan were promptly torn from
the walls of the Campus Center
Lobby a mere three hours after
being hung Monday morning.
Graduate Assistants removed the
sign after a phone call from the
administration (who seems to not
have even seen the signs) ordering
them to be taken out of sight.
Apparently, though, out of sight
is not out of mind. Numerous
students approached the AIDS
Team's information table to
inquire about the signs they had
seen just hours before. Frustration
erupted from each inquiring
student when they were explained
that the administration ordered the
removal of the signs on the
grounds that with the clever
display of the word "condoms."
the signs promoted sexual
promiscuity more than AIDS
education to students. We, as
members of the Fairfield
University Peer Counseling
Network, would like to make clear
to the administration and the
Campus Center staff something

that the students seem to already
understand: we do not promote
sexual promiscuity when we
discuss condoms. Instead, we
present a realistic solution to a
deadly epidemic: AIDS. Our signs
were not meant for scandal, but
instead for education. Once
students saw our signs, we were
able to focus their attention on the
Network's many plans and
programs for AIDS Awareness
Week: Monday night's 10 pm
mass with a sermon focusing on
AIDS, an art display by children
whose parent(s) have AIDS, a
display of 11 panels from the
AIDS quilt, Victor Girolomoni
who spoke about AIDS, and
movies on the AIDS issue
(including the "Allie Gertz Story"
and "Common Threads: Stories
from the Quilt") to be shown in
the Can. 16 Thursday night.
Clearly, the Network takes AIDS
seriously. We feel that the
administration's blatant act of
censorship shows that they neither
trust our judgement nor our
knowledge of the student body.
We are realistic. We know that
AIDS iscontractedthrough sexual
intercourse without condoms. We
know that condoms are the next
best way, after abstinence, to
prevent AIDS through sex. We
know that yes, indeed, some of
our peers at Fairfield are having

sex. If we can save just one life
through the promotion of safer
sex, we will be truly fulfilling our
responsibilities as peer educators.
Censorship, as we experienced
from the administration this week,
only prevents us from fulfilling
our responsibilities.

-Peer Counselors
Concerned About
AIDS
Christine Williams
Laura Shannon
Jeffrey Igoe
Joe Machado
Jennifer Wingard
Rick Fleitas
Kimberiy Skawiniski
Peter J Gouveia
Susan A. Belanger
Dawn Esposito
Richard Kielbania
Beth Coccodrilli
Catherine McGuire
Daniel Kursatkowski
Heather D Ostilio
Daniel Martin
Sun McGuirk
Christine Riccobono
Melissa Cody
Deirdre Bowab
Adam Kelly
Jackie Carelli
Pete Pitucco
Trisha Lyp

Professor Responds to FWC Article
To the Editor:
I must correct an error in
the article of April 8, 1993 on the
faculty's dispute with the
administration on a contract for
the next year. The Faculty Welfare
Committee (FWC) does not
negotiate with the administration.

Negotiations are conducted by a
Salary Committee which is elected
by the faculty. The FWC was
created to give support to the
faculty governance structure of
standing committees, and to work
to promote the professional and
economic interests of the faculty.
This dispute is not about economic

matters but about the integrity of
governance
at
Fairfield
University.
Donald Greenberg
Associate Professor of
Politics
President, Faculty
Welfare Committee

Dean Corrects Inaccuracies in Art Censorship
To the Editor:
I wanted to thank you
for the kind article about my recent
appointment as Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. I
also want to pick a small bone
with you about the headline "More
Student Censorship" in your
article on Jed Smith's student art
work.
The article itself was
accurate except for the implication
that the administration censored
the work. I did receive a call from
Steven Jakob, Vice President for
Human Resources (located in
Loyola) letting me know that
someone had complained about
the work, but wished to remain
anonymous. I told him that I would

not respond officially to
anonymous complaints, but that I
would informally take a peek. He
agreed with my response and as
far as I know, we are the only two
administrators who knew about
this work until the entire matter
was resolved.
I did discuss the matter
with Professor Sutherland of the
Fine Arts Department. She and
Professor Yarrington came up
with a constructive suggestion—
an open meeting to discuss artistic
responsibility. Since Spring Break
had arrived and the work had been
placed in a very public space,
Professor Yarrington felt that is
should be covered until the
students returned and the meeting
could occur. The meeting was held

and a number of students
participated in a good exchange
of views—exactly the kind of
response that is appropriate at a
University.
Anyone who considered
the work offensive had an
opportunity to present his or her
views. The work was uncovered
and remained so until the end of
the assignment period. There was
no censorship, and no threat of
censorship,
from
the
administration or anyone else.
Thanks for the chance to
get my two cents in.

Orin Grossman
Dean, College of Arts
and Sciences

Happy Spring from
The Mirror!
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ABC News Prepares to Descend on Fairfield Yet Again
Sally Jesse Raphael is Passed Over for Commencement Speaker
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor
Official
News
Release....Dateline Campus
Currents ... Marge Simpson of
the hit TV show, The Simpsons,
will be the commencement
speaker for the 1993 graduation.
Marge narrowly beat out
TV favorite Blossom and Tootie
from The Facts of Life for the
honors.
"We wanted a female
speaker since this is the year of
the woman and Marge is the ideal
mother-woman," said lam
Administration. "She is caring,
nurturing, and above all has a
great head of hair."
No, Marge Simpson is
not coming, nor was she one of
the rumored possible women
speakers. Marge was not even
considered, although Sally Jesse
Raphael, Tipper Gore, Angela
Lansbury, and Diane Sawyer's
names were circulating across
campus.
Sally
Jesse
Raphael....Hmmm...Now there's
a model commencement speaker.
She could speak on homosexual,
cross-dressing, sadistic men and

the mothers who adore them or
large women's lingerie models
and their photographers.
Maybe Sally and
Geraldo could give a tag team
commencement speech. Imagine
the possibility of a live
commencement and the speaker
actually going out to the students
to see what their plans are.
But Sally was passed
over, along with Tipper Gore,
Angela "Mrs. Potts" Lansbury
(Too bad, she could have sang Be
Our Guest and Beauty and the

Geraldo and Sally
would have made a
great duo as speakers-they could field
questions from the
audience.
Beast), and Diane Sawyer . Ann
Compton of ABC News will
address the graduates and receive
an honorary doctor of laws
degrees. How can she receive a
law degree when Fairfield doesn't
even have a law school?
Fairfield has a love affair

It just doesn't make
sense. Most people don't thank
their humiliators, but Fairfield
does. A mafia connection must
exist between ABC and Fairfield.
Why else would they continually
be invited back?
What's so special about
ABC? Is there a bias towards
NBC, CBS, CNN. or FOX? lam
partial to CNN because they have

with the media, TV though, not
journalists, who are the real media
people. They have given honorary
degrees to Ted Koppel and Peter
Jennings, both of ABC News, the
same station to trash Fairfield on
national television for its drinking.
And the administration
keeps inviting them back. Just
last year, a "small university in
Connecticut" weekend scene was
exposed on Nightline, much to
the humiliation of the students
involved.
The University thanks
ABC by inviting their White
House correspondent to address
commencement and receive an
honorary law degree. ,

Fairfield has obviously forgotten about
the Nightline expose
on the beach scene.
a spiffy performance of the
Parliament hearings on Sunday
nights, but NBC is just as good.
Besides ABC has Ted Koppel who
always looks like he has a helmet
on his head instead of hair. Besides
they have snazzy White House
correspondents too and other cool
personalities, like Tori Spelling.
(Maybe if her father contributed
lots of money to Fairfield then she
could be the next commencement
speaker.)
-
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"I am not too concerned
about the speaker for this year's
graduation," said Kevin Sutton, a
junior. It doesn't really affect me
since I won't graduate until next
year.The administration used
Billy Joel as a publicity stunt. An
ABC coorspondent may have been
chosen to smooth over the
Nightline incident."
Fairfield has picked
some great commencement
speakers in past years, such as
Billy Joel and Leonard Bernstein.
I am sure Ann Compton
will give a great address because
she has an incredible background
and experience in covering
politics. I hope she wasn't picked
for her ties to ABC.
I can't wait to see who
my commencement speaker will
be next year! Maybe Ren or
Stimpy will do the honors.

Seniors!!! It's your
last chance to write
for The Mirror. Send
in your senior submissions by May 3!!!!

■

Clinton's Service Plan May Do More Harm Than Good
CPC- President Clinton' s national
service program has drawn
criticism from some educators
who fear it might cheapen the
moral value of community service.
However, other educators say
they're betting the plan will fire
up student altruism like never
before.
The national service
program will give college loan
credit in exchange for student's
work, before or after college, in
projects such as rebuilding
neighborhoods, cleaning up the
environment and tutoring
disadvantaged children.
The White House wants
25,000 students participating in
service projects in fiscal year 1994
at a federal cost of $400 million.
The numbers would grow to an
estimated 100,000 students in
fiscal year 1997 at an annual cost
of $3.4 billion. Many details,
however, still need to be worked
out.
Patricia
McGuire,
president of Trinity College in
Washington, said she has ethical
questions about trading off
community service to absorb
student loans.
"My concern is that the
value of service as a moral
teaching tool will be diminished
if it becomes a means for reducing
a loan burden," McGuire said. "It
would be wrong for the Clinton
administration to present the
opportunity to do service primarily
as a way to reduce student loans."
Sister Nancy Bramlage-, •

assistant director for social
concerns at the University of
Dayton in Ohio, said she would
welcome the plan if it blends the
school' s existing service programs
with the proposed federal
program.
"I am hoping they
recognize the fact that already
much is being done. I hope they
will support that, and not come up
with a completely new programthen they would be competing "
with service-oriented colleges,
Bramlage said.
The White House, which
will release further information
on the new program in the next
couple of months, is enlisting
support from the college
community as it attempts to push
the plan through Congress.
"It is a simple message
to the college student: This is their
program, it is designed with their
input, their creativity, and it is
based on the knowledge that they
can change this country to meet
the unmet needs out there," said
White House spokesman Ethan
Zindler.
The new initiative will
trade one or two years of
community service for financial
assistance and will most likely
affect the neediest U.S. students.
Dindler said the program
will channel funds through the
states into service organizations
and programs, many of which
already exist on campuses.
...... . . "These programs come
•in a<lot of shapes and sizes. Our

program hopes not to impose a
new federal bureaucracy- like
having everyone out there in
jackets
that
say
'U.S.
Government.' The whole point is
to take the great programs and
encourage them to continue to
grow," Zindler said.
There will even be seed
money to inspire young people to
start their own programs. These
will be called 'service
entrepreneurs.'
McGuirk, of Trinity College, said
the plan puts too much emphasis
on service instead of the basic
financial problems.
"Too many college
presidents are talking about
service instead of talking about
the hard question, which is 'Why
does it cost so much to go to
college?'" she said.
The program also
emphasizes aid to the neediest
students.
It's not fair to deprive
middle- and upper-class students
of the opportunities to serve the
community, McGuirk said.
"We are missing the boat
if we key a service program to
financial need," she said. "It is
the wealthiest among us who
should give the most."
One -quarter of the
Trinity College student body is
involved in some type of
community service, McGuirk
said, noting that Catholic colleges
are traditionally involved with
issues of social justice.
Bramlage, of the

University of Dayton, said federal
officials have already contacted
her about the national service plan,
inquiring as to whether a particular
program could be expanded to
accommodate 50 federal service
students.
Because the program in
question was designed for only 12
students, UD officials refused the
offer, but are hoping there will be
more.
Interest in community
service on the UD campus is at an
all-time high, with 25 service clubs
handling hundreds of projects,
Bramlage said.
"(The program) would
be a good motivator for students
who want to do the service, but
they can't keep up with studies in
a work-study job. If they got
some kind of payment, it would
work," said Bramlage.
Bramlage said she looks
forward to working with the
federal program.
We could use the
financial help," she said, noting
that the number of University of
Dayton students committing to a
year of postgraduate volunteer
work would grow rapidly if they
could count on compensation.
"If it (the federal
program) would actually forgive
loans, that would be a great
incentive for students. They want
to do this work, but they need
help," she said.
Betty Alverson of
Furman University in Greenville,
S.C. know the pitfalls and rewards

of programs that use students for
community volunteer work. She
has take a wait-and-see stance until
she know more details about the
program.
Alverson is founder of
Furman University Collegiate
Educational Service Corps, and
has managed over 1,500 student
volunteers who work with
underprivileged and handicapped
people in Greenville.
"I think it can work, but
it will take a lot of supervision,"
Alverson said. "It's not so simple.
Someone will have to supervise
the volunteers very closely or the
program will do more harm than
good. I think students should
serve first and then go to college."
Fritz Nelson, a junior at
The College of Wooster in Ohio
and a member of the Wooster
Volunteer Network, said that the
president's new plan will not
detract from the growing spirit of
volunteerism among college
students.
"There is a difference
between community service work
and volunteer work," Nelson said.
"People volunteer to help other
people. It's the one-to-one contact
they want. It's not about a job.
You cannot just hire people to
have an interactive, one-on-one
friendship.
"I think more jobs would
get done under this program," he
said. "And more people would
find the love of other people.
There's plenty of work out there
for all of us."
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Students Pay... But Have No Say
Lou Spadaccini
Asst Commentary Editor
Last week, for the first
ime ir. god knows how long, there
were demonstrations on campus.
;1 he students weren't upset about
[inything, but the faculty marched
in front of Bellermine protesting
he cutoff of contract negotiations.
The majority of the
Faculty was there, but students
were noticeably absent from the
whole controversy. Most of them
lidn't care and the few that took
in interest don't necessarily
sympathize with the faculty's
flight. The professor's biggest
supporters were those who hoped
:o have a class or two canceled.
A lot of students I talked
:o half smiled when they read that
he faculty's objections were not
lecessarily to the terms of the
;ontract, but to the way it was
legotiated.
They said things like, "If
he university offered them a 10%
■aise as opposed to 3.5%, would
hey still be protesting the
negotiation procedure?"
If the faculty ever gets
in opportunity to revive
negotiations, the proposed salary
ncrease should not be open to
iebate. 3.5% is more than fair in
i year when many in the work
Force went without a raise.
Not to mention, Fairfield
University already pays one of
tie best salaries in the nation to its
;ducators.
The salary issue aside,
some of the faculty's concerns are
not without merit. The proposed
.ontract leaves out previously
greed provisions such as
aternity leave because Vice

President for Administration Bill
Miles believes that there is no
need to restate such benefits in the
contract.
It's easy to understand
why the faculty is upset about
this. If the benefits still exist as
Bill Miles claims, then he should
have no problem with restating
them.
So where do the students
fit in all this controvercy? It's
ironic that the only party
completely excluded from
negotiations is the one who pays
the salaries. Students have
virtually no say in any financial
matters on this campus. For the
money we pay, we should.
Notice that in all their
protests the faculty never called
for any student representation at
the negotiating table. Why?
Because the students would
probably be tougher than the
administration.
What's even more
upsetting is the blatant double
standard displayed by some
members of the faculty.
Only two academic
departments in the School of Arts
and Sciences allow student
representation at their department
meetings.
While they picket the
administration for not including
them in major decisions, they have
quietly excluded students from
helping mold the curriculum.
Students have very little
say over who's hired and what
they teach in the School of Arts
Sciences. It's a shame that student
input is so often forgotten. The
faculty definitely needs to put its
own house in order before they
can expect student support for their

complaints.
Throughout the whole
contract battle, the facult)
portrayed Bill Miles as the Grea
Satan.
Bill Miles has a lot ol
interesting ideas for this school
but they have been drowned oui
by this recent controversy. Wher
he addressed the Student Senate
Miles impressed many with his
money saving proposals.
For instance, Miles plan:
to route all student telephone lines
through the main switchboarc
saving an average of ten cents pei
minute on long distance calls
He's also come up with ways tc
improve the efficiency of the dorrr
maid service and update the dorrr
infrastructure by making rooms
cable ready and connected to £
computer network.
The beauty of Bill Mile
is the fact that he's been :
businessman all his life, not ;
college administrator.
Its no secret that the cosi
of higher education has gotter
totally out of hand. Universities
need more people who will comba
rising costs the way industry does
From a student's
standpoint, Bill Miles is our friend
He' s saving us money and its hare
to argue with a guy who does that
The faculty has some
valid complaints, but salary is
definitely not one of them. Wher
universities were first founded
the students called all the shots.
It s funny how things
have changed. Now that the
faculty knows what it feels like tc
be left out of the process, they wil
be more sympathetic to the
students who are left out of almosi
everything.
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Fees Skyrocket in 1993
Tom Gegeny
Contributing Writer
Looking back upon the
1992-1993 academic year at
Fairfield, one can certainly
consider it as a year the
administration was "living
dangerously."
Somehow,
bureaucracy reached almost
unbearable heights as new
policies, new.fees, and new
attempts at tightening control,
even over the faculty, left most of
the university community gasping
for breath.
The new parking fees,
for instance. I can hardly dispute
the fact that money needs to be
raised at certain times when the
economic climate is rather dry,
and I truly do not see as great a
problem with charging the
students as charging the faculty
and staff as well. After all, they
depend on their jobs in order to
make living - now they have to
pay to go to work.
Students, in contrast, are
almost numb to the late fees,
identification card fees, add/drop
fees, etc. that grow each year like
cancers in our wallets. Perhaps
the crowning blow was dealt to
townhouse residents in a letter
from Patrick Rombalski of
Residence Life stating that the
trash company fined the university
hundreds of dollars for
contaminated
recycling
dumpsters, and that these fees
would have to come out of the
students' pockets.
That is awfully
admirable of the university, and I
would have no qualms over such
a thoughtful suggestion if the
students were the only people
using the dumpsters. I can hardly
begin to count the times I have
witnessed
townspeople
rummaging through or adding to
the contents of our numerous trash
receptacles. I have even witness
one spry old man, who travels by
bicycle, actually climb into the
"bottles and cans" half of the
recycling bin — if that isn't
contamination, then I am" at a
severe loss for words. Our gates
are open the entire day - anyone
who has any questionable wastes
that may have to be paid for in
order to be collected.c an easily

drop them off at their friendly
neighborhood university.
I think that the
administration should feel quite
ashamed of such slipshod and
irresponsible treatment of
underestimate issues. If we are
expected to pay for trash
contamination, then I would
expect to be informed of the nature
of the contaminants-to determine
whether students could be
responsible. Also I would go so
far as to demand the university
ensure that the dumpsters are
exclusively used by the university
community - perhaps security
could be more observant as to
whom is around (or inside) our
dumpsters.
Finally, the new vicepresident of the university, Mr. L.
William Miles, recently decided
to nullify over 20 years of "good
faith" contractual negotiations
with the faculty, attempting
instead to establish a bottom line,
hierarchical
manner
of
precipitating contracts . This
caused much unrest among the
faculty, who would lose their
participation in determining how
funds are distributed, which
professors could obtain tenure,
and other issues where the
administration is simply tOofar
apart fro first hand knowledge of
the
academic
process.
Consequently, peaceful protests
at Bellarmine Hall were organized
and administered.
Somehow
the
administration is destroying one
of Fairfield's most valuable
resources - its sense of community.
I suggest that they attempt to
rectify relations with the
community and foster better routes
of addressing problems on
campus.Conferences, newsletters,
and vote proceedings are excellent
ways to communicate with the
university population, rather than
bureaucratic maxims which take
everyone by surprise and leave
organizations, like FUSA,
scrambling about in search of
alternative
policies
and
compromises. The university was
created for students, not for highpaying position holders who
contemplate control and
experiment with the evolution of
bureaucratic power.
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A Decent "Proposal" Heads All Current Releases
At the Box Office
Chris Snyder
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Here is a brief look at
some of the current box office hits
in America.
Indecent Proposal - Presently the
most talked about film in the
country. It's easy to see why,
because director Adrian Lyne
(Fatal Attraction, Flashdance,
Jacob's Ladder) has created a
fascinating premise. What level
would we stoop to if the
opportunity arose to acquire one
million dollars? Would we allow
a total stranger to spend a night
with our spouse? What makes
Indecent Proposal such an
interesting movie is that it tries to
realistically deal with these
questions, a feat no other film in
recent memory has done. While it
is quite corny in many respects, it
is nevertheless a watchable,
entertaining work.
A young couple, played
by Demi Moore and Woody
Harrelson, are on the verge of
bankrupcy and losing their land.
Everything looks hopeless for
them, especially when they go to
Las Vegas and lose the remainder
of their loot. Enter a billionaire
(played by a noticeably aging
Robert Redford) who throws
golden $10,000 chips onto the
crap table like they 're nickels. He
is instantly attracted to Moore the
moment he sees her, and he offers
Harrelson one million dollars to

spend a night with her. The couple,
having no other alternative,
reluctantly agrees to the proposal,
and the rest of the film grapples
with the after effects of this deal
on their relationship. Their
marriage disintegrates slowly but
surely. Of course it's nice to have
all that money, but is it possible to
live happily ever after together
after knowing what has happened?
It is a very interesting thought.
Woody Harrelson (the
stupid bartender from T.V.'s
Cheers) proves that he is a fine
serious actor, and he is impressive
in his role. The emotions and
feelings he expresses throughout
the film seem real.
None of the other
performances are anything
extraordinary. Demi Moore is
appealing, but this is a typical
Demi Moore role. Robert Redford
is Robert Redford. He always
acts the same.
Indecent Proposal is
not great by any means. In fact, it
is downright silly in several of its
plot twists, but it is a
recommendable movie overall.

Rating - 3 Proposals Out Of 4
The Adventures of Huck Finn The Walt Disney company has
done an impressive job bringing
Mark Twain's classic novel to
life. Young actor Elijah Wood,
whose previous credits include

is a terrifc small performance by
Ron Perlman (of television's
Beauty and the Beast series) as
Pap.
Rating - 3 and 1/2
Runaways Out Of 4

supporting roles in Paradise,
Radio Flyer, and Forever
Young, is exceptionally good as
Huck Finn. Generally, when little
kids have big roles in movies,
they play their parts too cutesy
and try to act like wise guy, young
adults. Most of the time, it's hard
for us to stomach these youngsters,
and we wish we could jump up on
the screen and slap them around
for a while. Wood is an occasional
wise guy in this role, but it's okay
in this instance because he is being
faithful to Twain's character.
The movie, on the whole,
is a dark, cynical interpretation of
Twain's work. The only problem
I had with this adaption is that it
takes itself a bit too seriously. It
contains very little humor, and I
was eventually longing for a little
more laughter. Hopefully, the
grim atmosphere and tone will
not turn young people away from
seeing it.
The fine cast also
includes Jason Robards, and there

Born Yesterday - At times cute,
but ultimately unnecessary
remake of the classic film which
starred Judy Holiday, Broderick
Crawford, and William Holden.
Now, in this updated version, we
have Melanie Griffith, John
Goodman, and (who else) Don
Johnson.
The film is about a
powerful, wealthy banker
(Goodman) who comes to
Washington D.C. with his dizzy
blonde-haired
girlfriend
(Griffith), who is not exceptionally
bright. Worried that she will say
something stupid and embarrass
him, Goodman hires an intelligent
Washington journalist (Johnson)
to show her around town and give
her "smart lessons."
Goodman and Johnson
are impressive in their roles, but
Griffith does not handle her role
well at all. The problem I had
with her is that she just seemed
too smart to be considered dumb.
The Judy Holiday portrayal from
the original 40's film was a true
dunderhead who needed to be
educated, but Griffith does not
come across as being anywhere
near as mentally irregular. This.

hurts the movie drastically.
I like the way various
things were updated for a 90's
interpretation of this story, but if
you want to see this idea done to
its fullest potential, just go to a
video store and rent the original
for $.99 instead of paying $7 to
see this mediocre version.
Rating - 2 Dizzy
Blondes Out Of 4
The Sandlot - A terrific family
movie about a bunch of youngsters
whose only concern is playing a
good game of baseball. A group
of about six boys get together
every day to play a game of hard
ball on a baseball diamond which
they nickname "the sandlot."
They have to be careful
not to hit too many home runs
over the big, green outfield fence,
because behind that fence is an
enormous brown dog whom the
boys call "the beast."
Although being a bit too
long, The Sandlot is an adorable
little coming of age movie. There
are no big name stars (with the
exception of small roles by James
Earl Jones and Karen Allen from
Raiders of the Lost Ark), but a
movie does not need renowned
actors to be enjoyable, and this
film certainly is entertaining.
Rating - 3 Babe Ruth
Autographs Out Of 4

Zepplin Returns in a New Package
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
The self-titled release by
Coverdale Page created quite a
stir in the waters of the music
industry. Actually, it's more like
a hurricane. Coverdale Page has
remained in Billboard's top five
from the start a month ago, thanks
to the popular single "Pride and
Joy."
As a matter of fact,
"Pride in Joy" is a good example
of the music found on the disc.
The track begins with heavily
textured acoustic guitar playing
by Jimmy Page. The abstract
vocals follow, with David
Coverdale doing his best Robert
Plant impersonation. The rhythm
section kicks in with the subtlety
of a train wreck. The booming
bass and syncopated rhythms of
Denny Carmassi (drums) and
Jorge Casas (bass) brings to mind
another rhythm section. Led
Zeppelin?
A
Led
Zeppelin
comparison is obvious and
inevitable. After all, half of
Coverdale Page, Jimmy Page, was
elevated to guitar "god" stature in
Zeppelin. David Coverdale, exfrontman for Deep Purple and
Whitesnake, has always invited
comparison the Zeppelin's
frontman, Plant, with his similar
powerful, emotional vocals.
The surprises, however,
are in the rhythm section. John
Bonham held the drum seat for
Zeppelin and brought the drums
into the spotlight. His death of
1980 brought the reign of Led
Zeppelin to an-end. Denny

Carmassi, previously of Heart,
provides
a
wonderful
Bonhamesque feeling to the
album. Jorge Casas comes out of
obscurity as the other half of the
section.
But are millions wasting
their money based on one track?
The rest of the album shouts a
resounding "no" with its catchy
and powerful tracks.
Coverdale and Page
chose "Shake My Tree" as the
first track on the album for good
reason. The song contains
elements form both their
backgrounds. The thesaurusdefying opening guitar melody is
trademark Jimmy Page. The lyrics
are drenched in Whitesnake, "keep
on pushing, baby. . ." is directly
taken from "Slide It In" (1984).
Even Plant's harmonica playing
is borrowed by John Harris.
The second track,
"Waiting for You," falls more into
the Whitesnake vein in terms of
the powerful guitar and vocals.
This is the only song that doesn't
draw comparisons to something
from Led Zeppelin.
One instrument that was
overlooked in much of Zeppelin' s
music was the organ. Page used
the instrument to add texture to
complement his guitar playing.
On this album, he hired Lester
Mendez to recreate that
atmosphere. Mendez's keyboard
playing on "Over Now"and "Take

Me for a Little While" adds so
much depth to the music.
"Easy Does It," driven
by Page's bluesy acoustical guitar
work, could easily fit on the second
side of Led Zeppelin IV, with
songs like "Battle of the
Evermore."
Similarly, "Absolution
Blues" is much like the songs on
Presence (1976), but with a 1990' s
twist. That twist being the effect
laden intro.
Coverdale Page does
include songs that are uniquely
their own. "Feeling Hot" is an
upbeat track carried by Page's
repetition of the simple melody.
"Take a Look at Yourself and
"Whisper a Prayer for the Dying"
are both ballads and can't be linked
to either Whitesnake or Zeppelin.
Zeppelin was almost ballad free,
and the songs are more abstract
than Whitesnake ballads.
These many sides of
Coverdale Page are what makes
the album so fascinating. The
album is definitely a must buy fro
any Zeppelin fan because of that
justifiably huge influence. But
there's more to the album than
rehashed Led Zeppelin. Much of
the music contains a newness that
is only enhanced by outside
influences.
Though the album won't
do well on Top-40 radio, it will do
well in other areas. Album sales is
one successful area and their tour
this summer with opening band
Extreme should be immensely
popular. Of course, they plan to
play some Led Zeppelin and
Whitesnake classics as well.
- 4 Stars -

A unique mixture of physicality
and invention, the critically acclaimed Pilobolus Dance Theater
offers audiences a new vision of
modern dance. The troupe will
perform "Rejoyce," the first
dance adaption of James Joyce's
"Finnegan's Wake," at the Quick
Center on Saturday,
May 1, at 8 p.m. A special family
performance will take place that
afternoon at 2 p.m.
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Living Poet's
Society
DESERT NAP
Lumps of
sand cling to the back
of this rock
like a turtle resting from her walk
in the desert heat during noonday light.
I crawl in and pick my position.
I lie in the shade,
in the crevice beneath the rock,
molded just for me.
I lie on my back,
and she carries me like a mother
before I hatch.
Beyond my breathing hole,
from a tan sea of rolling sand,
the air rises slowly;
lines of heat float and waver
in blurry patches,
and birds sit on dead branches,
screeching.
All my predators envy me
ar.
in the womb of my still cold mother,
as I lean my head toward her pulsing blood
Outside they wait for my birth
and hold their breath,
but I breath deeply in shadows.
Like the hungry ones,
I keep still
but wait in an embrace
where I don't melt,
but sleep.
Lorraine Fargas

OLD COUPLE
Two people sit next to me on the plane,
their heads drooping,
mouths open and,
gaping,
breathing,
almost creaking
like ageless crickets.
The engine sighs at last,
and the dim light above curls sleepily;
it turns and moves its arms
over smoke.
Light and smoke
slither and twist
through the dark night,
and below the two old people feel each other.
Her raised eyebrow,
the curl of her lip,
her crossed legs
and the arch of her foot
are all seen through
his tired wrinkled eyelids.
Unaware of all of the searching, stirring,
grasping
in comfortable seats around them,
they bend over a blanket,
and untouching,
hold hands,
and sleep.
Lorraine Fargas
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Heritage Square
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TRY THE FRESH ONE!
10% off with student I.D.
(offer not valid with another coupon)

Hey Seniors!!! Before You
Graduate, Write An Article
For the Mirror to
Be Remembered By!!
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FUSA Concert Series
Presents...
f T7
i i i
April 3D, 1993
presenting

The Village People
opening act...

Denny Dent!!!
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and his 2-fisted art attack

show starts at 8 p.m.
Alumni Hall
If :30 - 6:30 in the Campus Center
8:00 pm-IOiOO pm in Oak Room
(students are allowed to buy one ticket at
$8 w/student I.D. and up to 10 more for $10]
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I.M. Softball Tourney
Cruises Into Final Week
Chris Arena
Staff Writer
The 1993 Intramural
Softball season is nearing the end.
A season, that actually never was,
has provided some highlights and
low lights. The format of this
year's tournament was altered.
The regular season was not played,
therefore the playoffs were played
as a "controlled" double
elimination, guaranteeing each
team at least two games.
It has taken Panzo's
Playboys and Little Grip a few
more games, but they were in the
men's final, played yesterday. The
best pitcher/coach in the league
Matt Frank could prove to be the
difference for the Playboys. Both
teams provide strong defense,
anchored by shortstops Tim Malay
(Little Grip) and Rob Tukey.
The hitting is another
story, neither team has been able
to string together dominating run
producing games. Singles and
doubles is all you'll see. Frank
throws a perfect pitch and could

prove difficult for Grip.
The consolation men's
tournament will have Lambda,
Lambda, Lambda v. Bobo's. Andy
"Doc Slow" Gregory, captain of
Lambda cubed, says "If we score
more runs, we'll win. I'm sure of
it."
The women's tournament should be a cake-walk for
"Screamin' Banshees." If the
Banshees survive their semi-final
game v. Girls on Tap, they should
continue through to the title. Kelly
Mason holds the hot corner and
with Ginny Staron at shortstop,
teams will have a hard time scoring
runs through the left side of the
infield. The power for the team is
provided by hard hitting Christine
Calderero.
In the Co-Rec Division
"Crazy Wombats" and Carl
Cascio are proving to be the
Cinderella story of the year going
extra innings to win their first
game v. Headin' for Home, then
rolling to the semis.
At press time no finals
had taken place, full reports of all

finals will be in next week's paper.
ATTENTION ALL
SOFTBALL CAPTAINS: Your
: softball refunds can be picked up
Monday,
Tuesday,
and
Wednesday, from 3-8 PM in the
I.M. Office.

INTRAMURAL N
ATHLETE OF THE
WEEK;
TIM MALAY
Tim has led Little
Grip to the Men's Softbal
finals by going 10 for 12 anc
committing no errors in his
team's victory.

Be sure to turn in
your Mirror sheets
for extended
Intramural
Coverage!

Equestrian Club Rides On
Safrye Inpressive in Regionals
Stacy Cutella
Staff Writer
The Equestrian Club
season came to a close with
their final horse show hosted by
Salve Regina at the Newport
Equestrian Center on April 3.
Unfortunately, Fairfield did not
shine as bright as they did at the
U. Conn, show due to host
disorganization and judging
inconsistency. Vicki Safyre
placed first in intermediate flat.
Stacy Cutella placed fourth in
novice fences. Jayne Caruoto
placed sixth in walk, trot,
canter.
Vicki Safyre qualified
for the Regional Events, which
were held at Smith College on
April 10. Regardless of her

poor draw in horses, she placed
fourth in novice flat. A heartwarming congratulations to
Vicki on a job well done!
On behalf of the Equestrian
Club, I would like to express
our gratiutude and deep appreciation to our coach, Lisa
Bailey; our advisor, Dr. Lisa
Newton; and our publicity
correspondent, Peter Herman.
Our first season at Fairfield
could not have succeeded
without them.
The Equestrian Club
eagerly awaits the coming of
fall to begin their first complete
season, which will be a busy
one. Mark your calanders now,
their first show will be on
October 3. Be there and support
Fairfield's newest club sport!

Who's Got The
Ball?

Your
Final
Exam
From Ford Motor Company
[answer true or false]

a* 4M* ck*
photo: file
The Fairfield Rugby team, that's who! Fresh off
a 30 - 0 drubbing ofU.B. Law, the Ruggers
return to the field at home this Saturday at 1:00.
BE THERE!

FLOWER SHOP
DOGWOOD DANCE SPECIAL
one dozen longstem roses only $25.00
Student I.D. required
For faster service... call early!

Included in the Ford and Mercury College
Purchase Program are:
1. Pre-approved credit
2. n Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. □ Down payment

2151 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
TELEPHONE 336-1895
(Next to Angus Restaurant)

(correct answers!

GRADUATION SPECIAL!
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We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury
}: College Graduate Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if
you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states
where allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it
toward your purchase or lease, or keep the cash.

FAIFIELD

Let us cater your party!
See our hot and cold menu or a
hero up to 6» long to FEAST ON!

You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1,1993 and
December 31,1993, or are a graduate student enrolled during the same penod.

BBffllSlHi
10% off when you tell us its for Graduation

Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1 -800-321 -1536 for more information.
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Mens Lacrosse Struggling Softball Team Ends Losing Streak
Lax Team Faces Tough Competition
nine consecutive unanswered
goals. Despite the game getting
out of reach the Stags. Fairfield's
Brian Harvey and Rock Ferrigno
scored the final two goals of the
contest.
In the game against
Montclair State the Stags came
out flat and were soundly defeated
13-5. Montclair scored seven
unanswered goals in the first half
and jumped in front 8-1. Sean
Conroy's goal with 17 seconds
left in the half ended a twenty-five
minute scoreless drought for the
Stags.
The goal brought little
relief, though, as the Stags could
pull no closer in the second half.
Once again the Stags had fallen
behind early, but against
Montclair there was no surge, or
sign of consistency.
"I am down on our guys
for the Montclair game because
we did not show what we could
do," said coach McClelland. "It
could have come from fatigue. It
takes alot out of you when you
play several games in a week.
Indeed the Montclair
game was the Stags third game in
a seven day stretch which also
included a long road trip to
Virginia. If fatigue is a problem,
the Stags may have to learn how
to deal with it. They must play
their final five games in t he next
two weeks. The next game will be
on Wednesday, April 28 at home
against local rival Sacred Heart.

Joseph Froehlich
Staff Writer
The Men's Lacrosse
team continues to find out just
how hard it is being a new Division
I program. The Stags dropped to
1 -6 after hard losses to NY Tech
last Wednesday and Montclair
State on Saturday.
"Being Division I does
not mean you are going to walk
over other teams," said coach Tom
McClelland. "We have been
playing teams that outmatch us
and are definitely bigger than us."
This seemed to be the
case in the Stags 21 -10 loss to NY
Tech. Tech, the fourth ranked
Division II team in the country,
jumped out to a 6-0 lead in the
first quarter.
Fairfield surged in the
second quarter, pulling to within
two goals to Tech at 7-5. In a
seven minute stretch Randy
Rubino scored three goals, while
long stick defenseman Michael
Paradise and co-captain Tim
Gately also tacked on goals of
their own.
"If we could play with
that consistency that we showed
in the second quarter, we'll do
better than expectations," said
Coach McClelland. "Great teams
do that, but we're not great yet.
We only have signs."
The surge ended in a
second half that was dominated
by Tech. At one point Tech scored

Lady Stags Notch Wins Over Manhattan And Army
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
Through the Lady Stags' first 16 games, they held a 7-8-1 record and were off to a good start in
the MAAC conference play with a record of 2-1-1. However, a doubleheader against Yale on April 7th
would mark the beginning of a five game losing streak for the Lady Stags. Fairfield dropped the first game
to Yale 3-0 for they were held to just one hit, a single by freshman Jennifer Morris, and committed seven
errors. Hearther Beauton pitched extremely well in a losing effort by striking out five in seven innings of
work and allowing zero earned runs.
The Lady Stags lost game 2 of the double header by a score of 3-2. On April 9th, the Lady Stags
hosted Canisius for two games and were defeated in Game 1, 3-0. Heather Beauton pitched a complete
game, but the Stag's offense only produced four singles. In game 2, Amanda Blade and Heather
Boguslawski each had two hits and Blade scored two runs. Susan Habinowski started the game and then
gave way to Beauton in the third inning. Beauton, who allowed six walks in five innings, got the loss, but
Canisius also got help in the form of six unearned runs.
On April 13th, Manhattan visited for a double header and the Lady Stags managed to split the two
games. In Game 1, Manhattan prevailed 6-4 despite a good pitching effort by Habinowski who yielded 3
earned runs in a complete game. Her one mistake came in the first inning when she gave up a three run
homer to Manhattan's Delvwcchio. For the Lady Stags, Gina Bocuzzo was 2 for 3 with a run scored, Rachel
McGrath scored twice, and Michelle Marfori and Blade added RBI's. In game 2, the lady Stags, by way
of 12 hits, snapped their losing streak with an impressive 9-2 victory. Beauton was in top form in pitching
a complete game with seven strikeouts and zero earned runs. Offensively, Blade was 2 for 4 with three runs
scored, Boguslawski was 2 for 4 with 2 runs scored, and Jennifer O'Hare and Morris added RBI's. The win
put Fairfield's overall record at 8-13-1 and improved their MAAC record to 3-4-1.
The winning ways continued on April 14th for the Lady Stags as they swept a doubleheader
against Army. In game 1, the Lady Stags won 4-3 as Beauton registered another complete game with seven
strikeouts and one earned run. McGrath and Blade each drove in runs, and Bocuzzo scored twice. The
second game resulted in a 4-2 victory by the Lady Stags with Habinowski getting the complete game victory
and O'Hare going 2 for 3 with a run scored. Julie Cwikla added a 2 for 3 effort with an RBI and run scored
On April 16th, the Lady Stags traveled to Long Island University for another doubleheader and split the two
games. In the first, the women lost 4-1 with Habinowski taking the loss. The only run came from a homer
by Bocuzzo. IN game 2, the Lady Stags won 7-0 as Beauton pitched a shutout with eleven strikeouts
Charlene Carabello hit a homerun and Marfori was 3 for 4 with two runs scored.
This past Sunday, the Lady Stags resumed MAAC play with a doubleheader against St. Peter's.
Game 1 brought a 3-0 victory for the Lady Stags with Habinowski tossing a complete game shutout. In the
second game, St. Peter's pulled a 6-4 victory in extra innings. Beauton pitched all eight innings while
striking out eight and yielding only one earned run. Marfori and Carabello each had three hits and
Boguslawski and McGrath added two each.
After 28 games, the Lady Stags have an overall record of 12-15-1 and a MAAC record of 4-5-1
The team pitching staff stats include an ERA of 1.4, but also a costly 104 walks in 177.67 innings. Fort\
three unearned runs have also plagued the Lady Stags efforts throughout the regular season. Individually,
Heather Beauton leads all in pitching categories: wins (7), complete games (13) strikeouts (80), winning
% (.44), and innings pitched (109). AS far as batting goes, the team average is .246 with Bocuzzo leading
the way at .333. McGrath has the RBI lead with 15 and Boguslawski is second with 12. The Lady Stags
regular season comes to"an end on Tuesday April 20th at Eastern CT (6 pm) and then it is on to the MAAC
Championships from Friday, April 23rd to Sunday April 25th.

Crew Team Battles Fiserman,
Rows Along To Two Victories
Chris Duffy
Contributing Writer
Pelham, NY-Crews from Fairfield University, Manhattan College, Iona College, SUNY-Maritime,
US Merchant Marine Academy, and Dowling"College competed in the Manhattan Invitational, and the
Grimaldi Memorial Regatta this past weekend. Fairfield University's varsity four with coxswain took their
second title in as many days at the Pelham Park Lagoon as they sprinted to regain a lead that was lost at the
race's half way mark due to an unfortunate run-in with an illegal fisherman.
Holding a comfortable boat length lead, the crew approached the half way point on the 2000 M
course with no way of knowing that their bow oar was about to be tangled in a virtually invisible fishing
line that had been illegally cast into the lagoon. According to the rules, once the race has passed the 200 M
mark, it can not be stopped unless the referee following it signals. Because the line was not visible from a
distance, the race continued.
Fairfield's confused oarsmen watched their lead disappear as they were dragged to a stop by the
line. "We were really freaked out, because we didn't know what was happening, we just watching everyone
go by us," said crew coxswain Stephanie Amoroso. However, when they were able to resume the race, the
Fairfield four rowed almost flawlessly to take back their lead and win the race by almost two boat lengths.
Other Fairfield crews fared well, placing third and fourth in the respective novice lightweight and
heavyweight events.
Saturday's Manhattan Invitational may not have been as traumatic for the varsity crew, but the
results were the same. Holding a comparatively low stroke rate of about thirty strokes per minute, the crew
finished hard, passing the US Merchant Marine Academy to win by about a boat length in the last 500 M.
"We are really confident in each other, so we went into both races intending to win. It wasn't really a question
of whether or not were going to win, it was just by how much and when Steph (coxswain) made her move,"
said Fairfield stroke, Joe Farah.

Lax players defending their goal
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Great haircuts
i*/\MVHo^** Great prices
$16.99 w/student ID
lieg.$35 and ^S.)

259-1649
26 Sherman Court
(behind the Fairfield Store)

A FULL SERVICE SALON
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Stags Take Three of Five
From Iona
(Continued from p. 16)
direction of the Iona bench, "I came here to kick butt and chew bubble gum, and I'm all out of bubble gum."
His teammates did not let McNerney down as they provided him with ample support both
offensively and defensively. First baseman Kevin Welch led the way with a three run bomb and shortstop
Brian Franco followed with a two run shot as the Fairfield batsmen once again lit up Iona ace Ralph Bonelli
like a Christmas tree. Second basemen John Johnson turned in a solid defensive performance including a
sparkling grab of a ball hit up the middle which Johnson quickly turned into an out with a strong throw to
first.
The win evened the season series at three games apiece between the frontrunners for the MAAC
title. Fairfield now a gane back of the Gaels, basically needs to win the rest of their games in the MAAC,
,, coupled with an Iona loss to have a shot at the conference title.
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Stags Continue Battle For First
Fairfield Looks Strong In Five Game Iona Series

The Fairfield Mirror

Thoughts From:

The
Doctor's

Matt McGuire
Staff Writer
The men' s baseball team
took three games in a crucial five
game series this weekend against
MAAC rival Iona this past
weekend and succeeded in
tightening up the race for the
conference title. With Iona having
won the two teams initial meeting
2-1 at home, the season series
ends in a tie with each club taking
three games apiece. Fairfield,
however, remains one game back
of Iona because of an unexpected
1 -0 loss to St. Peter's earlier in the
year.
The Stags jumped all
over Iona and their ace Ralph
Bonelli who only lasted two
innings as Fairfield pounded the Lou Vigliotti fires one home last weekend against Iona photo: L.Marchetti
Gaels 21-6. Senior leftfielder Bill
McMahon led the way offensively going four for five with two round trippers. Matt Drury, Brian Franco,
and Mike Pike each chipped in with a homerun apiece as Fairfield went on to the easy victory.
The second game on Saturday was all Iona when Fairfield managed only one run enroute to a
twelve to one defeat. Freshman Garret Petraia took the loss as the only offense Fairfield could muster was
provided by Matt Drury's solo shot, his second home run of the day.
On Sunday, the Stags again experienced the agony of defeat at the hands of the Gaels, this time
by a 3-2 score. Lou Vigliotti started for Fairfield but did not figure in the decision as he left the game with
the score tied at two. In came senior stopper Scott Larkin with a chance for a win, unfortunately he was
unable to secure it as Iona pushed a run across in the seventh on a two out single. Fairfield was unable to
answer in the bottom of the seventh and the game ended 3-2.
The second game of the day saw Bill Micuilli turn in an impressive performance to lead Fairfield
to a 4-2 win as Larkin picked up the save in relief.
On Monday, Coach John Slosar turned to big, senior righthander Bernie McNerney in a must win
situation for the Stags to have any realistic shot at the MAAC title. McNerney responded in true veteran
fashion, going the full nine innings for a 9-1 victory. McNerney was in complete control from the outset,
as he scattered seven hits in addition to chalking up seven strike outs while walking only one. Iona's only
run came with two out in the ninth when an unfortunate throwing error prevented the complete game shutout.
McNerney set the tone of the game early in the first inning when he was heard to remark in the general

Office

B.M.O.C.
Move Over...
The Doctor is In!

(Continued on pg. 15)

Henderson Soars Into
U.S.B.L.

Brian Marks
Sports Editor Emeritus'

Drew Henderson: Off to the U.S.B.L.
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Drew
Henderson,
Fairfield' s all-time rebounder and
co-captain of this year's improved
14-13 basketball team, was drafted
last week by the Connecticut
Skyhawks of the United States
Basketball League.
Henderson, a 6'7", 240
pound forward from West
Henrietta, NY, was selected in the
territorial draft along with
Manhattan's Keith Bullock and
Sacred Heart's Darrin Robinson.
This past season
Henderson helped lead the Stags
to their first winning season since
1986 by averaging 9.4 points and
9.9 rebounds per game. More
impressive than leading the Stags
is the fact that Henderson was
among the nation's top 30
rebounders all year.
Also,
Henderson
became the first player in Fairfield
basketball history to accumulate
1,000 points and 1,000 rebounds
in his career. His final numbers
are 1,050 points and 1,080
rebounds.
Henderson is excited
about this opportunity. "I will go
to camp ready to play hard. I think

Brian Keegan
Sports Editor
Early April marks the annual occurrence of three events
which happen with the predictable regularity of a Dallas Maverick's
loss: the beginning of Spring, the opening of baseball season, and
the "changing of the guard" at the Mirror. This will be my first of
many columns that will grace the back page of the Mirror in the
upcoming year, and believe me, I have some difficult shoes to fill.
Brian Marks and Fred Vital have done a superb job over the past 12
months of bringing Fairfield sports to you every week. They have
passed the baton to me, to carry on their long standing tradition of
excellence in sports reporting. My thanks to them for giving me this
opportunity, and everyone should look forward to the "last hurrah"
of Brian and Fred in three weeks, when the "Senior Edition" of the
Mirror is published.
All right, enough with the opening introductions. There
have been a few things on my mind over the past few weeks that for
now are more important than giving you my personal picks on
professional sports, or my reasoning behind being a die hard Boston
sports fan. I'll save that for next week. In the mean time, all of you
New York sports fans out there had better fasten your seat belts in
preparation for next week's column. It could be a bumpy ride.
Stag basketball fans, take note. There may be life after
Drew Henderson and Kevin George. Coach Paul Cormier has
successfully recruited 6'4" power forward Shannon Bowman
from Beaver Country Day School in Newton, MA. Bowman, who
according to published reports in Boston is a "smaller version of
Charles Barkley," averaged 20+ points/game, 12.2 rebounds/
game, and 2 blocks/game last season. Bowman also accumulate an
astounding 1052 career points in only two seasons at Beaver. What
does the arrival of Bowman to Fairfield mean to the Stags' chances
for a MAAC title in 1993-94? Two things.
First, Bowman will bring amuch needed boost to Fairfield's
interior shooting. Last season, the Stags seriously lacked aconsistent
shooting game from inside often feet. Bowman should bring with
him an experienced repertoire of inside moves, a la Kevin McHale,
that will greatly enhance the inside-outside offensive scheme that
Paul Cormier wants to implement.
The second factor, which looms large with the loss of
Drew Henderson to graduation, is Bowman's rebounding ability.
While not extremely tall, Bowman makes up for his height deficiency
by throwing his weight around under the boards. He weighs in at a
solid 240 pounds. The only worry that I have is that with his
aggressive style of play. Bowman might fall into an Aaron Seymourlike pattern of getting into foul trouble early in the season.
Hopefully, though, being teamed with seasoned veterans
such as Craig Martin, Tim Schwartz, Johnnie Jones, and Peter
Guarasci will give Bowman the ability to blossom into the player
that everyone expects him to be. If all goes well, Shannon Bowman
could very well be the missing ingredient in Paul Cormier's recipe
for bringing a MAAC title back to Fairfield.
Has this been the worst spring ever weather wise, or what?
From the hart of a life long baseball player/fan, believe me when I
say that it is painful to have to look at brown grass and snow banks
in early April. Or is it supposed to be this cold in spring time? Maybe
my sense of perception has been altered from watching the pitiful
play of the New York Rangers this winter. Ouch!
Finally, two quick early predictions on the MAAC
conference baseball front. Bill McMahon will be player of the year,
and Mike Pike could very well be MAAC rookie of the year. Look
for Brian Franco and Scott Larkin to also be in contention for
player of the year honors as well.

This Week:
Inside Sports...

Next Week:

I.M. Softball Tourney Round-Up

Stag Baseball Rolls On

Softball Team Continues MAAC Play

I.M. Softball Final Results

Crew Team Successful Again

Doc K. Picks His Favorites

